Press Release

Git client Tower now lets you handle Git via drag and
drop on Windows
The free update brings a big boost to performance and adds another round of highly
anticipated features to the Windows version of the popular developer tool.
Berlin, Germany  September 26th, 2017. Today, fournova announces the release of Tower for
Windows 1.2. The native Git client is a popular tool among developers and designers. With its
focus to help developers and designers use Git in a more productive and secure way, the new
release is a big step forward. Various workflows can now simply be done via drag and drop.
“Besides adding important new features to the Windows client, the team focused on improving
the performance in various areas of the app. And it shows. Our beta testers love the
performance boost and we are excited to make version 1.2 available to all our users today” says
Julian Rothkamp from fournova.
New features of the latest version include:
●

Drag & Drop: the latest version makes working with branches, stashes and tags even
easier  simply via drag and drop. Users can create, pull, and push branches, create
tags, partially apply stashes and even cherrypick commits.

●

GVFS Support: earlier this year Microsoft announced its efforts to scale Git to very large
projects and introduced the Git Virtual File System (GVFS). Rather than downloading a
large repository in its entirety and check out all the files, GVFS downloads only the
portions the user needs based on what she uses. GVFS is now supported in Tower.

●

Custom Git Binary: users can now choose a custom Git Binary via Tower’s
preferences.

●

Patches: users can now save and apply patch files.

●

Export Revision: Tower now allows exporting the file tree or an archive of every
commit.

●

History Changesets: users can now show the file history and restore a modified file
directly from a commit’s changeset view.

These are just a few of the many improvements that ship with the new version. Learn more
about today’s release in our launch blog post.
The update is free for existing customers. New users can test the app and all its features 30
days for free.
Students and educational institutions receive a 50% discount.
For more information about Tower  including a screencast and screenshots  a compact press
kit is available at www.gittower.com/about/press.
About fournova:
fournova is an independent software company from Germany. Founded in 2010 fournova
develops Mac and Windows apps such as the popular Git client Tower, which helps over 80,000
customers from startups to Fortune 100 companies to easily and productively work with the Git
version control system.
Press Kit incl. Screenshots:
https://www.gittower.com/assets/downloads/press/TowerPressKit.zip
Links:
●

Tower: www.gittower.com (Mac / Windows)

●

Twitter: www.twitter.com/gittower

●

fournova website: www.fournova.com
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